How to get to Munich Re

Munich Re has several offices in Munich. Detailed directions on how to get there can be found on the next page.

From Munich Airport
Terminals 1 and 2
Taxi
Taxis are available outside the terminals. The travelling time is approximately 45 minutes.

Car hire
The car hire centre with its own multi-storey car park is directly in front of Area A and north of the P6 multi-storey car park. The travelling time is approximately 45 minutes.

Municipal railway/Underground
Take the S-Bahn (S1 or S8) to the city centre and get off at Marienplatz. From Marienplatz, take the underground (U3 Moosach or U6 Garching-Forschungszentrum). The travelling time is approximately 60 minutes.

Bus
The Lufthansa airport bus, which runs every 20 minutes from Terminals 1 and 2, will take you directly to the Munich North stop in Nordfriedhof/Ungererstrasse.

By car
A limited number of parking spaces are available for guests. Please ask your contact person at Munich Re about reserving a parking space.

From the north
Arriving on the A9 from Nuremberg, follow the motorway towards the city centre until the motorway ends.

From the west and north-west
If you are arriving on the A96 or A8 (from Stuttgart), continue until you reach the A99 orbital motorway. There, follow the signs for Nürnberg/Salzburg and stay on the A99 until the München-Nord junction. Then take the A9 towards Munich and follow the motorway to its end.

From the south-west
If you are arriving from Garmisch-Partenkirchen on the A95, follow the motorway to its end and turn left onto Mittlerer Ring West.

From the south and east
If you are arriving either on the A8 from Salzburg or the A94 from Passau, continue until you reach the A99 orbital motorway.

There, head for Nürnberg/Salzburg and follow the A99 to the München-Nord junction. Then take the A9 towards Munich and follow the motorway to its end.

From Munich Central Station
Taxi
Taxis are available outside the station. The travelling time is approximately 12 minutes.

Municipal railway/Underground
From Munich Central Station, take any S-Bahn to Marienplatz. From Marienplatz, take the U3 Olympiazentrum or U6 Garching-Hochbrück. The travelling time is approximately 15 minutes.
Underground/Bus
Take the underground U3 or U6 and get off at Giselastrasse. From there, you may continue by bus (No. 54 or 154) to Thiemestrasse. Alternatively, a short walk will take you from Giselastrasse to Königinstrasse.

By car
From Leopoldstrasse, turn into Martiusstrasse. Follow this street, which becomes Thiemestrasse, then turn right into Königinstrasse.

Underground/Bus
Take underground lines U3 or U6 to Giselastrasse, or take the bus No. 54 or 154 to Giselastrasse. The office building is on Leopoldstrasse right next to the “Walking Man”.

By car
Follow Leopoldstrasse until you get to the “Walking Man”.

Underground/Tram
Take the U6 and alight at Nordfriedhof. Walk along Berliner Strasse until you get to Schütterstrasse, then turn right and continue walking until you arrive at Münchner Tor. Alternatively, take tram No. 23 from Münchner Freiheit (underground lines U3, U6), which will take you right to the doorstep.

By car
From Schenkendorfstrasse (Mittlerer Ring), turn into Theodor-Dombart-Strasse. Then turn right into Berliner Strasse and after 300 m again turn right into Schütterstrasse. Follow Schütterstrasse, which leads to “Am Münchner Tor” square.

Bus
The Lufthansa airport bus, which runs every 20 minutes from Terminals 1 and 2, will take you directly to the Munich North stop in Ungererstrasse.

Underground/Bus
Take the underground U3 or U6 and get off at Giselastrasse. From there, you may continue by bus (No. 54 or 154) to Thiemestrasse. Walking from the Giselastrasse underground station to Mandlstrasse takes about six minutes.

By car
Coming from Leopoldstrasse, turn into Martiusstrasse. Follow this street, which becomes Thiemestrasse, then turn left into Königinstrasse. At the end of Königinstrasse, bear right into Mandlstrasse.

Underground
Take the U6 and alight at Nordfriedhof. From there, walk to Berliner Strasse 95.

By car
From Schenkendorfstrasse (Mittlerer Ring), turn into Theodor-Dombart-Strasse. After around 200 m, turn right into Berliner Strasse.